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New to CIAO BELLA?
At Ciao Bella, we’re in the inspiration business. Based in North
Italy’s beautiful city of Turin, our brands are know worldwide in
hobby & craft industry.
We have a team of artists, designers and illustrators focused
on creating beautiful items. Our mission is to create not only
products but artwork to get an emotional response.
Our product lines span more than 50 collections. Ciao Bella’s

Management, and Production Team leaders, in Ciao Bella Italy headquarters

design begins with original illustrations and color palettes, often
bold and unconventional, and the use of the best materials
and processes which result in exquisite creations. Our unique
and contemporary Made in Italy style, and high quality, are
evident in every product we make.
Our reason for being? To help people to express themselves
artistically thinking outside the box, to play a part in preserving
priceless memories, and to encourage sharing creativity.
We consider ourselves to be a family with a shared vision: our
workplace environment is made of good humor, strong ties,
positiveness, and a pinch of craziness; trying at our best to
be good stewards of the planet, all while creating a business
that will last for generations to come. We’re proud to use
sustainable materials, to support independent artists and to
be actively involved in our community.

Every great design begins with an even better story
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be colorful
be cool

CHIAROSCURO
by

Art

STAMPING

I N K

PA D

PKD115

Smoked Salmon

Lid with safety lock

Dusty and Aging are a must-have item for fine,
crisp-detailed stamping impressions and long
lasting results.

Barely Butter

PKD102

Baguette

PKD103

Creamy Caramel

PKD104

Fresh Lemonade

PKD105

Italian Saffron

PKD106

Cornucopia

NEW

seals the pad to keep the ink from drying

PKD117

CHIAROSCURO
Dusty

by

Art

Their luxurious packaging has been
designed in every detail to get maximum
functionality of use and storage.

PKD119

Nocturne Shade

PKD120

Caribbean Splash
Premium quality sponge

compact and long lasting for the best inking

PKD121

Sweet Dreams

PKD122

Mediterranean
Blue

PKD123

Riviera Paradise

PKD124

Idyllic Isle

PKD107

PKD125

Gothic Gold

Emerald Pool

PKD108

PKD126

Mecca Gold

Billiard Green

PKD109

PKD127

Golden Field

Chilled Mint

PKD110

PKD128

Madeira

Oakmoss

PKD111

PKD129

Calypso Berry
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PKD118

Mulberry Bush

STAMPING

Use them with stamps and stencils to create
a fine detail outline for coloring and for
the perfect finish to your crafting projects!
Watercolor with confidence, the ink is
waterproof and made to last!

Mexicali Rose

PKD116

Imperial Purple

Plum Perfect

Give your work a fine arts touch with these
very quick-drying ink pads - both on coated
and uncoated paper - that guarantee smearfree stamping results. Dusty is available in a
variety of 30 opaque cool colors.

PKD112

PKD114

Primrose

6x6cm

Chiaroscuro, Ciao Bella’s new line of colors,
brings the premium quality of fine art materials
to hobby & craft industry, at affordable price!

PKD101

PKD113

Tutti Frutti

Willow Herb

Deluxe Packaging
sophisticated
functional
stackable

PKD130

Green Gecko
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NEW

CHIAROSCURO
Aging

PKA101

Black Starless Sky

PKA102
Obsidian

PKA103
Oceania

by

Art

STAMPING

Aging is available in 15 aged opaque
pigment colors, that share the features
of Dusty Ink Pads.
Use them with stamps and stencils to
create a fine detail outline for coloring
and for the perfect finish to your
crafting projects!

ACRYLIC BLOCKS
From the tiniest doodles of our BuJo
stamps sets, to our largest stamps
designed for coloring tecniques, in our
range you can find the proper acrylic
block size for your stamping projects.
Lines and dimensions engraved on
the blocks will help you to position the
stamps to get the best results.

PKA104

City Skyline

PKA105

Silverado

PKA106

thickness 8 mm
with grid lines

Licorice

PKA107

Night Watch

PL0505

5x5 cm

PL1010

10x10 cm

Olive Orchard

PL1015

10x15 cm

PKA109

PL1020

10x20 cm

PL1520

15x20 cm

PKA108

Afternoon Tea

PKA110

Suede Leather

PKA111

Spiced Cinnamon

PKA112

Muted Copper

PKA113

Barn Door

PKA115

Charcoal Smoke

PKA116

Winter Cocoa
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NEW

P I U M A R I C E PA P E R

Get ready to get your dreamy and romantic side on.
This collection in any wonderful shades of a marine palette,
will take you in the romance season. Sometimes alien worlds
meet and love looks to be impossibile. But when love is both
“a calm sea and a great tempest” always finds a way.

CBRP208

Mermaid’s Secret

CBRP209

Caribbean Sea

CBRP210

Captain’s Quarters

The collection offers you anything you need to tell a love
story, a marine story, a fantasy story, a vintage story. Do you
need more? There are amazing artwork on paper, beautiful
chipboard albums, gorgeous clear stamps, great layering
stencil. Oh, and don’t forget: it’s perfect for Valentine Day!

CBRP...

Piuma Rice Paper A4

Sold in pack of 5 single
sided printed papers

CBRP211

The Shipwreck

CBRP212

CBRP213

Underwater Cards

Jellyfish Dance

CBRP215

CBRP216

High quality 28/30 g, soft
touch with fibers, acid &
lignin free, designed and
printed in Italy

Piuma is the line of A4 textured rice paper by Ciao Bella. The printing
technique makes it a unique product for design and quality. Excellent not
only for decoupage, it’s perfect for mixed media and other techniques.
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CBRP214

Waters of Emotion

Message in a bottle

Fishes
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SCRAPBOOKING

PA P E R C R A F T A RT

NEW

CBPM050 Paper Pad 12x12
1 each of 12
double-sided papers

23 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover
with 5 cards

The Paper Pad 12x12 is the core of any Ciao Bella paper collection. It
presents the main artwork that tell the story behind collection’s name. Every
artwork features major layouts and versatile patterns perfect for a variety of
applications and projects.

CBH050 Paper Pad 8x8
1 each of 12
double-sided papers

23 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover
with 5 cards

The Paper Pad 8x8 meet the need of papercrafters and cardmakers looking
for smaller size than classic 12x12. It’s specially designed for our Album Binding
Art line of chipboard albums. It features all the artwork included in Paper Pad
12x12, is different only for the additional design on the cover.
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SCRAPBOOKING

PA P E R C R A F T A RT

NEW

CBT050 Patterns Pad 12x12
1 each of 8
double-sided papers

15 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover

The Patterns Pad is more than only textures and backgrounds. It features
beautiful artwork to complete the collection’s storytelling. They may be
magnified details, special outline designs, large fussy cutting elements, and
more. Along with Paper Pad 12x12, is the must have of each collection.
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SCRAPBOOKING

CBQE050 Fussy Cut Pad 6x6

NEW

CBCL050 Creative Pad A4
3 each of 8
double-sided papers
+ cover

1 each of 9
double-sided papers

16 designs
+ bonus elements
on the cover

17 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover

The essence of scrapbooking is fussy cutting! To share at the most our
love for fussy cutting, we’re thrilled to introduce a new concept for our 6x6
paper pad: 24 sheets full of high detailed fussy cutting elements, a ton of
illustrations from the collection!
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PA P E R C R A F T A RT

The Creative Pad is a special resource for ephemera cards, tags, postal
stamps, medallions, labels, sentiments and other creative elements. Any
pad offers more than 120 embellishments for your projects! In its handy
format A4, it’s the perfect match with the Fussy Cut Pad.
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ST E N C I L A RT

MS...

Layering Stencil 5x8

Designed to work with
pastes, paint colors,
ink compatible, easy
to clean

Thickness 0,3 mm, highly
resistant, reusable, long
lasting

Designed to add layering textures to your projects, the line collects different
styles, mostly inspired by our paper collections, and other fashion, classical,
optical designs and more, for endless creative possibilities.

MS031 Corals

MS044 Shells & Bubbles

MSB031 Double Spiral
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MS075 Petra

MSB043 Waves
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NEW

STA M P I N G A RT

PS8... Polymer Stamp Set 6x8
Designed to work
excellently with Dusty and
Aging ink pads, and other
premium quality pigments

Yellowing resistant,
optimised thickness, tear
resistant, long lasting

Our high quality photopolymer stamps are manufactured to achieve a
higher level of detail for very crisp impressions. They are also designed to
achieve optimum performances, easy inling and positioning.
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PS8029 Underwater Love

PS8030 Calming Sea

PS8032 Soul of the Sea

PS8033 Mermaid’s Secret

PS8031 Wild Tides
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LADY BLOOM

A RT I ST WO R K S H O P S
LEARNING WITH LEYRE
We’re proud to introduce Ciao Bella’s Artist
Workshops, a new series of advanced tutorials
available to our resellers to hold classes in
their stores.
Any workshop teaches at least 8 different
tecniques for advanced papercrafting and
scrapbooking projects. Often they includes
cartonnage tecniques, binding skills, modelling
craft and other advanced know-how.
The workshops are exclusive projects not
available elsewhere, designed and created
from scratch by our Artists. Any workshop
comes with high resolution pictures, pdf manual, video tutorial step by step in English.
The kits are intended as support for our sale network, manuals and videos cannot
be published on the internet or social media. If you are a reseller, ask for them to
your distributor or get in touch with us. If you are a papercrafter, ask for them to your
favorite brick-and-mortar store and book the classes!

ABOUT LEYRE RIPA
Leyre is Ciao Bella Brand Ambassador in the world. Her skills and beautiful
personality, humble and very creative, made her an amazing Artist and a great person
to work with. Her workshops won our retailers and customers not only in Spain, where
she lives, but also throughout Europe, North and South America, and elsewhere.
To book a live class with Leyre, get in touch at crew@ciaobellapaper.com.
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UNDERWATER LOVE
CAPTAIN’S LOGBOOK - WORKSHOP
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NEW

P I U M A R I C E PA P E R

There are places where time is nothing, they remain unchanged.
The desert has its own slow but steady clock. Anyway there are
very different deserts. The one that has always fascinated us the
most, is located in Mexico and it’s incredibly full of life and colors,
like the country it belongs to.
With this collection with vibrant and spicy colors, we take you in
our journey to one of the most beautiful places on the planet,
to be preserved, where beautiful gardens flourish in the desert.

CBRP217
Sonora

CBRP219
Saguaros

CBRP220
Talaveras

And if anyone had some doubts that Ciao Bella likes cacti, well,
we love cactus! And you? We can’t wait to see the amazing
projects the papercrafters will create with these artworks.

CBRP...

Piuma Rice Paper A4
CBRP221

Sold in pack of 5 single
sided printed papers

The Cactus Lover

CBRP222

Sonora Postal Stamps

CBRP223

Spice your life up!

High quality 28/30 g, soft
touch with fibers, acid &
lignin free, designed and
printed in Italy

CBRP218

Cactus Garden

Piuma is the line of textured rice paper by Ciao Bella. The printing technique
makes it a unique product for design and quality. Excellent not only for
decoupage, it’s perfect for mixed media and other techniques.
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SCRAPBOOKING

PA P E R C R A F T A RT

NEW

CBPM051 Paper Pad 12x12
1 each of 12
double-sided papers

23 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover
with 5 cards

The Paper Pad 12x12 is the core of any Ciao Bella paper collection. It
presents the main artwork that tell the story behind collection’s name. Every
artwork features major layouts and versatile patterns perfect for a variety of
applications and projects.

CBH051 Paper Pad 8x8
1 each of 12
double-sided papers

23 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover
with 5 cards

The Paper Pad 8x8 meet the need of papercrafters and cardmakers looking
for smaller size than classic 12x12. It’s specially designed for our Album Binding
Art line of chipboard albums. It features all the artwork included in Paper Pad
12x12, is different only for the additional design on the cover.
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SCRAPBOOKING

PA P E R C R A F T A RT

NEW

CBT051 Patterns Pad 12x12
1 each of 8
double-sided papers

15 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover

The Patterns Pad is more than only textures and backgrounds. It features
beautiful artwork to complete the collection’s storytelling. They may be
magnified details, special outline designs, large fussy cutting elements, and
more. Along with Paper Pad 12x12, is the must have of each collection.
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SCRAPBOOKING

CBQE051 Fussy Cut Pad 6x6

NEW

CBCL051 Creative Pad A4
3 each of 8
double-sided papers
+ cover

1 each of 9
double-sided papers

16 designs
+ bonus elements
on the cover

17 designs
+ 1 additional
design on the cover

The essence of scrapbooking is fussy cutting! To share at the most our
love for fussy cutting, we’re thrilled to introduce a new concept for our 6x6
paper pad: 24 sheets full of high detailed fussy cutting elements, a ton of
illustrations from the collection!
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PA P E R C R A F T A RT

The Creative Pad is a special resource for ephemera cards, tags, postal
stamps, medallions, labels, sentiments and other creative elements. Any
pad offers more than 120 embellishments for your projects! In its handy
format A4, it’s the perfect match with the Fussy Cut Pad.
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ST E N C I L A RT

MS...

Layering Stencil 5x8

Designed to work with
pastes, paint colors,
ink compatible, easy
to clean

Thickness 0,3 mm, highly
resistant, reusable, long
lasting

Designed to add layering textures to your projects, the line collects different
styles, mostly inspired by our paper collections, and other fashion, classical,
optical designs and more, for endless creative possibilities.

MS068 Palenque

MS066 Tikal

MS076 Tulum

MS064 Corinth

MS018 Tiffany

MS042 Abstract Bricks
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NEW

STA M P I N G A RT

PS8... Polymer Stamp Set 6x8
Designed to work
excellently with Dusty and
Aging ink pads, and other
premium quality pigments

Yellowing resistant,
optimised thickness, tear
resistant, long lasting

Our high quality photopolymer stamps are manufactured to achieve a
higher level of detail for very crisp impressions. They are also designed to
achieve optimum performances, easy inling and positioning.

PS8034 Journey to Mexico

PS8035 Spice it up!

PS8036 Life is like a cactus

PS8037 Talaveras

PS8038 Garden in the desert

PS8039 Saguaros
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@ciaobellapaper

Be guest of Ciao Bella
channels to tell about your
store, creativity & more

HELP OUR CUSTOMERS TO KNOW YOUR STORE

B OO K A DATE TO GO LI V E

from your location with one of our Crew members

SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

LIVE STREAM

MEET THE CUSTOMERS

We will promote your stock of CB products
through a live demo, the walkthrough of
a project made with items available in
your store, or a giveaway and more.

During the live show, you have the
chance to answering live questions of
customers and crediting your store as
Ciao Bella Reseller.

SEND YOUR VIDEOS

SHOW YOUR STORE

To advertise your business and skills, you
may also to send us videos. They will be
published on Ciao Bella channels on
the condition they focus on our products,
and don’t mention/promote other brands.

Introducing shorts, supplies unboxing,
inside and outside store tour, storytelling
of classes, demos, projects by your
creative team, online stores showing
their work environment, are welcome.

sponsorship@ciaobellapaper.com

BM-W-2201

in English, French, Italian, Spanish and Russian

